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Statistical Analysis of the Knee
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The energy spectrum of cosmic rays in the �����
	 eV to �����
 eV region is a steeply falling power law with a
steepening- commonly known as the Knee of the spectrum- near a few �����
 eV. Due to the paucity of data
at these energies, it is not clear if or how the overall steepening is reflected in the spectra of the individual
elements. Such information is crucial for distinguishing among competing cosmic-ray source and acceleration
models. We discuss here a robust statistical procedure for searching and measuring a spectral softening with
low count statistics.

1. Introduction

The origin of cosmic rays is one of the major unsolved puzzles in astrophysics. A closely related mystery
is the observed steepening (“Knee”) in the cumulative spectrum of cosmic rays near �����
 eV. It is postulated
that shocks generated by supernova explosions can accelerate particles up to a maximum energy of ������������ ���������! , where

�
is the charge of the particle [1, 2]. If supernova shock are indeed the source of cosmic-

ray acceleration up to these energies, a limit to their acceleration capacity may be responsible for the presence
of the Knee in the spectrum. In that case, the origin of cosmic rays with energies well above the Knee would
require a separate explanation.

The maximum energy limit of supernova shocks is one among many plausible theories of the Knee. A number
of other viable models that have been put forward [3, 4, 5, 6], need to be investigated. One observational
criterion that may distinguish among some of the proposed theories is the charge dependence of the spectral
steepening. A shift in the cosmic-ray composition to heavier elements at higher energies and breaks in the
elemental spectra at energies linearly proportional to the charge favor the shock acceleration models and reject
most others.

Although ground-based experiments lack the charge resolution to make definitive detailed prediction of in-
dividual spectra, they offer tantalizing evidence for a change in cosmic-ray composition from light nuclei to
heavy nuclei around the Knee [7]. An independent spectral measurement by balloon or space-based detectors,
which can have excellent charge resolution, is critical for corroborating these results. The latter experiments,
which detect cosmic rays and measure their charge and spectra directly, have necessarily limiting collecting
power and, thus, limited statistics around the Knee energy. It is therefore crucial that efficient and robust
statistical methods be employed to analyze high energy cosmic-ray data.

2. Low Count Statistics

The statistical analysis of high energy cosmic-ray data is often complicated by the small number of events
detected. Outstanding difficulties have persisted, partly due to the large uncertainties associated with the few
counts, but even more so because of inapplicability of the standard statistical techniques in such scenarios. The
crux of the issue is that "#	 tests, prevalent in rudimentary statistical analysis, and techniques based on Gaussian
distribution of errors, are not valid when at most a few counts are detected in a bin. Therefore, the standard
fitting techniques are not appropriate for probability calculations when data is scarce.
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Low count experiments are not unique to the cosmic-ray discipline. Exotic events in particle physics are also
manifestly low count, and a proper analysis of searches and discoveries are crucial and still controversial [8].
Neither are cosmic-ray detectors the only astrophysical instruments with scarce events. Until recently, before
the launch of the Chandra observatory and the selection of the GLAST mission, the fields of x-ray and $ -
ray astrophysics were also beset by low count events. This inspired searches for new statistical methods to
circumvent the paucity of data [9, 10, 11, 12]. The techniques invented in these searches, however, are valid
only for specific applications; their general applicability is not on firm axiomatic ground [13]. It has been
emphasized by Van Dyke et al. [13] and Protassov et al. [14], that a Bayesian approach must be used to
estimate spectral parameters and confidence intervals when data is scarce. The case for employing Bayesian
analysis in physical sciences [15, 16, 17] in general and astrophysical applications [18, 19, 20, 21] in particular
has gained credibility in recent years and is, in fact, compelling.

One salient difference between the detectors for cosmic rays, on one hand, and x- and $ -ray detectors, on the
other hand, is that the energy spread of the latter are relatively small whereas calorimeters used as high energy
cosmic-ray detectors are necessarily thin and have %&�(')� as great as *���+ [22]. Hence, an added complication
in the statistical data analysis of cosmic rays arises due to importance of unfolding (while unfolding is crucial
for constructing x- and $ -ray images and resolving lines, it is often not a limiting factor in forming spectra).
The solution to the unfolding problem fits naturally also within the Bayesian framework [16]. We therefore take
the Bayesian approach in addressing the statistical issues of low-count cosmic-ray experiments. The elements
of this approach can be found in any textbook on Bayesian statistics [15, 17, 16]. One main tenet of Bayesian
analysis is that testing two or more hypotheses (or models) can be easily formulated within its framework. In
particular, to choose between two models ,.- and , � , given the data /1032�4�576 , consisting of the set of counts
in bin 8 , and some background information 9 , one can simply look at the ratio of the probabilities [15]:.; , �=< /?>@9(A:.; , - < /?>@9(ACB :.; , ��< 9(A:.; , - < 9(A :.; / < , � >�9&A:.; / < , - >�9&A > (1)

where the first ratio on the right hand side is our prior belief in the ratio without taking the data into consid-
eration, and the second term is the ratio of the likelihoods and is called the Bayes factor. If the left hand side
of Equation 1 is larger than one, the data support ,D� ; otherwise , - is preferred. The choice of the prior ratio,
is clearly subjective. However, when we a priori have no preference for either of the models, it can be set to
unity, and in testing for spectral features in the cosmic-ray data it is not significant.

3. Searching for and Locating a Spectral Break

In order to test for a steepening in an otherwise power law distribution, one may define the null hypothesis, ,E-
as a pure power law, and the alternative hypothesis, , � , as power law broken at some energy ��F :,&-CG H ; �(A B I �.JLK, � G M H ; �NA B I � JOK �QPR�SFH ; �NA B I � FUT � JLK�J T �QVR� FXW (2)

In principle,
I

and $ are free parameters and must be inferred from the data. In a first approximation, however,
they are known from the low energy regime where the data is more abundant. Therefore, , - has no free
parameters while the , � has two, The critical energy � F , and the steepening Y .

The number of events in each bin, 8 , is governed by a Poisson distribution. The Bayes factor for the probability
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ratio is :.; / < , � >�9&A:.; / < , - >�9&ANB[ZX\)]_^a`�b ^c b ^ad �fe�gihSj � 5Z \�k ^ ` b ^c b ^ d �fe�gihSj -@5
(3)

where jOl 5 is the expected count for model m in bin 8 , 4�n 5 is the true (as opposed to convoluted due to finite
resolution) count, and the product is over all bins. The expected number of counts in the same bin for either of
the two models is

jLl 5 0porq ^ts�]q ^
Hfu�v ; �(A�4�� (4)

and it can be trivially calculated from our hypotheses, Equation 2, using an auxiliary function w defined as

w ; I >yxz>��S{�>L�S|UAz0 Ix�h}��~ ��{ � JL� h��S| � J��y� (5)

and j�-U5 B w ; I >�$�>y��5�>���5�� � A (6)

j � 5 B��� � w ; I >y$�>y� 5 >L� 5t� � A � 5�� � P�� Fw ; I >y$�>y� 5 >L� F A���w ; I � F�T >
$��rY�>�� F >L� 5t� � A�� 5 P}� F P}� 5t� �w ; I � F�T >�$.��Y�>�� 5 >�� 5�� � A � 5 V}� F W (7)

In actuality, the Bayes factor is more complicated than what is expressed in Equation 3. In practice, the
measured number of counts is different from the true arrivals because of the finite detector energy resolution,
which scatters the arriving data into other bins in proximity. The probability of measuring data /���0�2�4��&5
6 ,
given a hypothesis ,(� can, however, be simply expanded in terms the true (arrived) data /�n�0�2�4�n 5 6 [16]:.; /.� < , � >�9&A B��   b

:.; /.� < / n >�, � >�9&A :.; / n < , � >@9(A W (8)

In essence, the true data /.n is unknown, and may be treated as ”missing” data; and together with the hypothe-
ses are considered as random variable to be determined. The ability to put missing and unknown data into a
hierarchal structure is a cornerstone of Bayesian analysis. If the measured counts in bin 8 , 4L�&5 depend solely
on the true counts in the same bin, 4 n 5 , then:.; /.� < / n >@, � >�9(Az¡�¢ 5 :.; 4��&5 < 4 n 5�>�, � >�9&A W (9)

For model comparison calculations to infer the presence of spectral steepening and to estimate its location and
strength, one can define a grid of lengths %&� F and %(Y and compute the Bayes factor for the respective models.
In our formalism, the probability ratio of inferring a break within %&� F of � F and within a steepening range%&Y of Y over inferring no break from the data is then:.; � F >@%&� F >@Y�>U%(Y < / � >@9(A:.; ,&- < /.��>@9(A B £%(��F�%(Y�¤.Z 5�¥ c b ^

:.; 4 �(5 < 4�n 5 A \ ]_^ ` b ^c b ^ d�¦ J \ ]§^ 4�� F 4�YZ 5 ¥ c b ^
:.; 4 �&5 < 4�n 5 A \ k ^ ` b ^c b ^¨d�¦ J \ k ^

(10)

where £ is our prior belief in the ratio and can be updated as more data becomes available.
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4. Conclusion

Model Selection is a key concept of Bayesian analysis, and the ease with which one formulates such problems
is one of its key strengths. The application of this formalism to analysis of cosmic-ray data and the search
for breaks in the power law spectra is straight forward. We have delineated a robust procedure, applicable to
low-count data, to test for the presence of a steepening in the cosmic-ray spectrum. This formalism can be
extended, and applied to other aspects of cosmic-ray statistical analysis.
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